CONCORD REVERSO AND REVERSO.PLUS
CONCORD REVERSO

CONCORD REVERSO.PLUS

· Simple adjustment of the seat size or

·Simple adjustment of the seat size or

reclining posiAon using easy access dials.

reclining posiAon using easy access dials
·PLUS: Removal of the spirit level device

·Large size venAlaAon grille in the area of ·Large size venAlaAon grille in the area of
the child’s back for opAmal air circulaAon the child’s back for opAmal air circulaAon

·Maximum safety with minimum weight

thanks to the aluminium frames and the
mulAfuncAonal inner covering

·Maximum safety with minimum weight

thanks to the aluminium frames and the
mulAfuncAonal inner covering
·PLUS: Surfaces that are more resistant to
scratches and rips.
·PLUS: Improved protecAon against side
impacts thanks to the PPE shoulder pads.
·PLUS: Extra headrest reinforcement

·PLUS: Improved headrest shape

·Includes seat cushion insert for newborn ·Includes seat cushion insert for newborn
babies

babies
·PLUS: Includes seat cushion insert for
small children

·The three-point seat belt provides

·The three-point seat belt provides

· Impact shock absorber footrest with

· Impact shock absorber footrest with

·Smart red-green indicator for correct

· Smart red-green indicator for correct

greater safety for car seats and makes it
easy to fasten and unfasten the belts
· The central fastening posiAon of the
seat belts stops the child from
accidentally slipping out of the shoulder
strap

automaAc adjustment to ﬁt the vehicle
seat
Isoﬁx installaAon on each side

greater safety for car seats and makes it
easy to fasten and unfasten the belts
· The central fastening posiAon of the
seat belts stops the child from
accidentally slipping out of the shoulder
strap
·PLUS: MagneAc supports for fastening
the shoulder straps
automaAc adjustment to ﬁt the vehicle
seat
Isoﬁx installaAon on each side
·PLUS: Improved colour idenAﬁcaAon of
the indicators

·Adjustable support leg with red-green

indicator for correct fastening
·Red-green pressure indicator for correct
posiAoning of the support leg

· Height adjustable support leg with red-

green indicator for correct fastening
·Red-green pressure indicator for correct
posiAoning of the support leg
·PLUS: Reduced tolerances to minimise
wobbling
·PLUS: Improved indicator springs

·PLUS: Improved instrucAon manual
·PLUS: Improved cover to reduce the
appearance of folds and creases

